Build better budget plans

No more trial and error

Building a smart budget plan for your marketing campaigns can be a challenge, especially in an increasingly complex digital world. Marketers typically make a forecast of per-quarter campaign spending, then guess how much revenue or how many conversions they expect for that amount.

In the past, companies manually adjusted their bids and caps to shift funds between underspending and overspending campaigns. This often led to inefficiencies, and it was a drain on time and resources. Budget Management in Search Ads 360 helps marketers plan their budgets in an easier, more efficient way. This feature allows you to manage and forecast your campaign budgets and performance directly within the Search Ads 360 interface. No more manual spreadsheet computations.

Simple, streamlined budget management

With Budget Management, you get the tools you need to build a budget plan, including goals and performance objectives. You can see how your budget groups are pacing alongside spending and performance forecasts. For any groups that are lagging behind or leaping ahead, you'll get instant, actionable recommendations on how to adjust them and get back on track. And soon, the Budget Management feature will also be able to automate your budget bid strategies for more accurate budget goal setting.

Search Ads 360 helps you get the most out of your buying, reporting, and attribution in any digital environment. And with Budget Management, you have the tools to streamline manual processes and build smooth, smart budget plans.

Learn more at g.co/marketingplatform